
Globalization
Essential Question: What have been the costs and benefits of globalization?



What do you know about globalization?





Countries involved 
in iPhone 

production:

South Korea	

China	

United States	

Japan	

Germany	



Clip: Inequality for all

http://vimeo.com/84227472	

http://vimeo.com/84227472




Theme #1: Global Supply Chain



Design and Marketing



Natural Resource Inputs



Patented Technologies



Parts



Assembly

Under “notes,” define global supply chain in your own words



What does all this mean 
for the cost of an iPhone?

complete hypothesis on 
left:  If an iPhone costs 
$100, how many dollars 
would fall into each 
category?

3-5
25
65



Theme #2: Market-Driven Policies



Simple Definition

“In its narrower conception, globalization signifies a 
process of intensification of economic, political, 
and cultural interconnectedness among the various 
actors in the global system.” 

Gale Encyclopedia, History of Ideas



“Globalization is a complex and controversial 
concept. There is little agreement in the 
literature on what it is, whether it is or is not 
taking place, whether it is new or old, and if it 
is good or bad.”

Globalization as Contentious 
(disputed, contested, open to discussion)



Globalization as a project 
(malleable, transformable, governable)

“Globalization needs to be understood not merely in 
terms of greater interconnectedness or of creating a 
single global economic space but also in terms of the 
underlying context that has made it possible, as well as 
the institutional arrangements and policy instruments 
that serve as mechanisms for promoting it.” 

Calls into question purpose of development—should 
this be governed by economic efficiency?  Social 
Justice? Resource Exploitation?  



Origins of Globalization
What did the clip say? 

President Reagan and “Washington Consensus”: shared economic policy 
prescriptions among political and economic elites (1980’s)  

involved lowering tariffs and other barriers to trade, limited 
government spending, and privatizing goods and services.



Brainstorm: 
!

What do you imagine are 
some costs and benefits 

to globalization?



Suggested Benefits
countries can do what they 
do best (specialization) 

countries can sell their 
goods on a larger market 

nations step on “ladder” of 
development 

consumers can benefit from 
reduction in prices 

more trade means less war



Suggested Costs
Causes “race to the bottom” for 
labor and environmental standards 

Creates insecurity in financial 
markets (ex. US housing market 
bubble) 

Reinforces existing inequalities in 
development 

Enables dominance of 
multinational corporations over 
national governments, citizens



Role Play 
QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:

How would globalization impact you?   

How might it make your life better? 

How might it make your life worse? 
!



What does globalization 
mean for a ninth grader 

in Austin, Texas?


